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CÉLNYELVI MÉRÉS
2017. május 31.

6. évfolyam 
ANGOL nyelv

Általános tudnivalók a feladatokhoz

Ez a füzet idegen nyelvi feladatokat tartalmaz. A füzetben az utasítások is idegen 
nyelven szerepelnek. A feladatsor három részből áll; először 2 hallott szöveg 
értése,  aztá n 2 olvasott szöveg értése, végül 2 íráskészség feladatot kell meg-
oldanod.

Az egyes részek végét Állj! tábla jelöli. Ha ilyenhez érkezel, ne lapozz tovább, 
amíg arra fel nem szólítanak! A korábbi részekhez ne lapozz vissza akkor sem, 
ha esetleg nem végeztél minden feladattal a megadott idő alatt!

Az 1. és 2. részben mindegyik feladat tartalmaz egy példát, amit szürkével je-
löltünk. Az 1. és 2. részben mindegyik feladathoz tartozik egy táblázat. Bárhova 
írhatsz, miközben gondolkodsz a feladatokon, de végül a megoldásokat ezekbe 
a táblázatokba kell beírnod úgy, hogy minden cellába egy betű kerüljön. Ha a 
helyes válaszban nem vagy biztos, akkor az általad legjobbnak gondolt választ 
írd be!

Figyelmesen olvasd el a feladatok utasításait! Tollal dolgozz, és ügyelj a kül alakra! 
Ha javítani szeretnéd a válaszodat, akkor húzd át, és írd mellé a jó választ!

Jó munkát kívánunk!
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1. rész 
Hallott szöveg értése

Most a hallott szöveg értése feladatsor következik. Két feladatot kell megoldanod. Az 
egyes feladatokhoz tartozó szövegeket kétszer hallgathatod meg.

Task 1 
The writer

Writer and illustrator Jack Ruby is talking about his first 
book. Listen and choose the correct answer (A, B or C). 
Write your answers in the boxes. There is an example (0) 
at the beginning.
Now read the sentences. You have 90 seconds.

0 Philip, the cat ...
A invites his parents. 
B writes a book.
C organizes a party.

1 In his story there are ...
A pets.
B birds.
C fish.

2 Earlier the writer worked in a ...
A library.
B bookshop.
C school.

3  ... helped him in the beginning.
A His students
B His brother
C His friends
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4 Stitch, the dog is ...
A very young.
B 12 years old.
C 20 years old.

5 Franky, the cat lived ...
A in a park.
B alone.
C in a zoo.

6 Stitch and Franky ...
A live in a small house.
B do not like each other.
C have a good relationship.

7 Francis, the squirrel ...
A has no family.
B lives in a park.
C does not like trees.

8 The writer’s favourite character is ...
A Ranchy, the rat.
B Stitch, the dog.
C Franky, the cat.

9  At first the writer uses ... to draw.
A a paintbrush
B a pen
C a pencil

10 We can buy his second book in ...
A April.
B May.
C January.

Write your answers here.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

C
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Task 2 
Where are they?

You will hear short dialogues. Listen and decide: where are the people? Choose the 
right place from the list (A to M). Write your answers in the boxes. There are 2 places 
you will not need. There is an example (0) at the beginning.

Now read the list. You have 30 seconds.

A Classroom

B Library

C Restaurant

D Fresh food market

E Bridge

F Zoo

G Gym

H At home

I Cheese factory

J Street

K Bookshop

L Playground

M Dentist

Write your answers here.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

J
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Ne kezdj hozzá a következő részhez, amíg arra fel nem szólítanak!

Állj!
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2. rész 
Olvasott szöveg értése

Task 3 
School clubs

A school offers different activities after the lessons. Match the students (1-10) with the 
descriptions of the clubs (A-N). Write your answers in the boxes. There are 2 clubs 
you will not need. 

There is an example (0) at the beginning.

0 Mary’s mother got a new job where she has to give presentations at conferences. Mary 

wants to help her mother to be successful.

1 Agatha wants to surprise her granny with a tasty cake.

2 Joanna is dreaming of becoming an astronaut. 

3 Patricia wants to study journalism at university.

4 Kate wants to be on Britain’s Got Talent show as a musician.

5 Marcus wants to make a picture calendar for his parents.

6 Chris wants to do physical activity to stay healthy.

7 David wants to join the Save the Whales organization.

8 Jeremy loves word games and he is sad if he loses.

9 Rachel wants to study languages and be a translator.

10 Peter decided to write a book but he cannot type fast.
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A Attending this course you will understand how to make PowerPoint presentations. You 
will learn about animation, music, colouring and timing.

B The German Club welcomes students studying German. Understanding not only the 
words and expressions but also the life style, special meals and customs of the country 
make this a fun club. 

C Are you interested in cooking and baking? Do you want to understand the meaning 
of recipes? If so, why not come and learn how to make fine meals? We meet in the 
canteen every Monday. 

D It is great to escape from video screens and into the real natural world. This activity 
helps you discover the interesting circle of the life of flowers, trees and bushes.

E The more you read the better your marks will be. In addition, reading takes you on 
exciting adventures without any cost or travel.

F Have you got a camera? Do you like taking pictures and making portraits? Come and join 
us and learn how to take great photos. We meet every Friday after school in room 54. 

G Come and learn more about playing the piano! We’ll use songs and musical games to 
develop your music skills. You can read music notes at the end of the course. 

H This club will help you to use a keyboard and mouse. There will be a mixture of drills 
and spelling games to help in the learning process. 

I Do you like playing with words? There is a new club for Scrabble fans. You can learn 
new words, practice spelling and improve your Scrabble strategy!

K In our school we have student newspapers, literary magazines, yearbooks, and student 
created websites. Think of your future career and join us.

L Dancing is a sport. It takes a lot of practice and hard work. Doing difficult movements 
several times can help you learn different ways to move elegantly and be fit.

M We invite oceanographers to discuss their profession, watch videos about interesting 
sea creatures, plan a club trip to a marine biology centre and set up a volunteer beach 
clean-up.  

N Are you interested in space-related topics and want to discuss current events in space 
exploration with experts? Come to our club every Friday afternoon. Our goal is that 
everyone keeps up to date with current space missions and other space events.

Write your answers here.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

A
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Task 4 
English through songs

Read the following article about language learning. Some words are missing. Choose 
the best word (A, B or C) for each gap (1–10). Write your answers in the boxes. There 
is an example (0) at the beginning.

Why Learn English Through Songs and Music?

Because it works, it’s fun, and it’s easy. Music can help second language   0   learn 
grammar and vocabulary and improve spelling. 

Modern songs and music almost always contain a lot of   1   vocabulary, phrases and 
expressions you need. Songs are originally written for native listeners so they include up-to-
date language.  Listening to songs helps to   2   on pronunciation and understanding of 
the English language’s rhythm, tone and beat.

You probably already know that many of the words and sound patterns within a song are 
repetitive and this makes it easier to   3   them. Tunes and lyrics will often play over 
and over in our minds, so it’s easy to memorize words and phrases. In fact, soon you will find 
it almost   4   to forget them.

Some people find language learning   5   because they don’t have an extra hour in the 
day to sit down and just study. But when you’re learning English through songs, you don’t 
need extra time because you can take the   6   with you wherever you go. You can have 
English songs playing on the bus or in the kitchen. And by   7   music you like, you can 
listen to the same material over and over again, without becoming bored. Music teaches you 
English culture and   8   English-speaking people think and feel. 

Listen to music you love. Start with pop music. It is usually about love and romance, which is 
good because there is a lot of repeated   9  . When you put together language learning 
and   10   activities like listening to music, you won’t even notice that you’re picking up 
a second language. Have fun and enjoy the universal language of music. 
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0 A learners B teachers C instructors

1 A old B incorrect C useful

2 A take B focus C decide

3 A remember B write C buy

4 A boring B impossible C easy

5 A useless B interesting C difficult

6 A music B book C time

7 A reading B picking C composing

8 A when B why C how

9 A history B memory C vocabulary

10 A fun B sport C creative

Write your answers here.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

A

Ne kezdj hozzá a következő részhez, amíg arra fel nem szólítanak!

Állj!
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3. rész 
Íráskészség

Task 5 
Cinema

Invite your English friend to go to the cinema with you. Write an e-mail (80–100 words) 
and include the following:

• What film do you want to see and why?
• When and where do you want to see that film?
• Where will you meet?
• How will you get to the cinema?

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A javító tanár tölti ki: Kommunikatív cél Szókincs Nyelvhelyesség

0–4 pont 0–3 pont 0–3 pont
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Task 6 
Time to sleep

On the Yahoo Questions and Answers internet page you found the following topic 
and question:

Family & Relationships Family Next 

My mom won’t let me watch TV 
My mom and dad won’t let me watch my favourite TV programme. They say I am too young 
to stay up and I need more sleep. How is it in your family? Jordan 12

12 Follow 5 answers

Write a comment (80–100 words) and include the following:

• What time do you have to go to bed on schooldays?
• How do you usually spend the last few hours before bedtime?
• When and why can you stay up longer?
• How do feel when you do not get enough sleep?

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A javító tanár tölti ki: Kommunikatív cél Szókincs Nyelvhelyesség

0–4 pont 0–3 pont 0–3 pont



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A szövegek és képek forrásai:
http://monicawellington.blogspot.hu/2016/05/interview-with-authorillustrator-ruth.html
http://blog.prepscholar.com/best-clubs-to-start-in-high-school
http://www.fluentu.com/english/blog/learn-english-through-songs-music/


